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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS 

Under Notices in Vol. 17, Nos. 1 & 2, February 1987, page 3. The 
Greek Novel A.D. 1-1985, An International Symposium, 24-26 March 
1986, was held at King's College London, and was organized by the 
Department of Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies. 

Under B:1bliography in Vol. 17, Nos. 1 & 2, February 1987, page 1. 
Dimundo, R., 'Marginalia a Petronio 85-87" . 

EDITORIAL APOLOGY 

In the last issue of this NEMsletter there appeared in the BIBLIO
GRAPHY section a notice about R. Jenkyns, "Silver Latin Poetry and the 
Latin Novel,• within which were set comments about William Arrow
smith's "Petronius• (in Ancient writers). These comments contain 
errors. The facts of the publication are these: when asked to 
contribute a piece on Petronius, Arrowsmith replied to the editor of 
the volume that he could offer only a composite of his earlier essays; 
the editor agreed that such a composite essay would be satisfactory. 
The reviewer of the Jenkyns' piece in the NEMSletter added comments 
(1) of gratuitous hostility about Arrowemith's motives (which could not 
be known) and (2) which are inconsistent. The Editor of the News-
1 et ter regrets that these comments were published. Because of the 
informal nature of the NEMsletter and because many reviews and 
notices are received unsolicited the Editor does not know who was the 
reviewer of the Arrowsmith (J enkyns) article. 
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OLD TESTAMENT - NEW '1:ESTl!MENX JlND JWCIENr PROSE FICTION 

_A Report by Richard I. Pervo 

The Literary Guide to the B:Lble, edd., Rol>i:rt Alter and Frank 
Kermode Belknap Press of Harvard U.P., Cambndge: Mass, 1987, has 
useful ~alyses of Esther and Daniel and a few words on Judith. Jack 
M. Sasson's study of Esther, pp. 336-342, contains useful comparison 
between the Greek and Hebrew texts. Helen Elsom of Clare College, 
Cambridge contributes "The New Testament and _Greco-~man Writ~g. •. 
661-679, with discussion of Gospels and Acts m relation to ancient 
"Romance" 668-670. Her Bibliography Includes Chalk's article on 
Longus and works of Perry and Winkler. It is erratic, suggesting 
limited knowledge. Reardon, Anderson, even Bowie's survey from the 
Cambridge History are missing! 

An article on Joseph and Asenath by C. Burchard, Na,, Testament 
Studies 33 (1987) 102-134 includes a valuable bibliography, 131-134. 
Those Interested in this, the one Jewish novel most often examined 
by students of the novel in antiquity, should note that Buchard has 
published a preliminary text: 'Ein vorlaeufiger griechischer Text von 
Joseph und Asenath, "Dielhe.imer Blaetter zum Alten Testc111e11t 14 
(1979) 2-63 with emendations, ibid 16 (1982) 37-39. This text, which 
will appear° in a more formal and accessible dress, is to be preferred 
to that of M. Philonenko. The differences are major. 

Burchard's Introduction and translation, together with many notes, 
is available In J.H. Charlesworth, ed., The Old Testament Psa.depi
grapha, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1986, 2:177-247. Thie is an invaluable 
resource. Roughly identical is the German edition iseued in the series 
Judische Schriften aus Hellenistischer RoEmi.scher zeit 2.4, 
Guetersloh, 1983. 

Elizabeth A. Clark's translation of The Life of Melania the Yoonger, 
N.Y.: Mellen, 1984, contains a lengthy discussion of the influence of 
romantic novels upon hagiography. 

Ad<litlonal suggestions for the popularity of romantic novels 
emerges in Maddalena Seopello's L' BKegese de L' llfne. Nag Hanmadi. 
Studies 26, Brill: .Leiden, 1985. Her topic ls the Coptic Gnostic 
Treatise on the Soul (English in Nag Harrmadi Library, ed. J.M. Robinson, 
180-188), doscribing the fall and restoration of the soul. Her discus
sion of the genre is on pp. 46-66. Thie work would also Interest 
those engaged in research upon Apuleius' presentation of Cupid and 
Psyche. 
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NACHLEBEN 

PETRONIUS AND "SPYCATCHER' 

by J.P. Sullivan 

Petronius' authority is Invoked In the most unlikely places. 
Witness this from TheQJard:Lan(August 26, 1987, p.11): 

Wright and wrong 

ONCE the Law Lords have 
finished with Spycatcher may 
I suggest that Mr Baker ask 
them to join one of his ad-
visory commit.tees? Their 
ability to pronounce on the 
suitability of reading material 
for the nation would be very 
valuable. 

Should a colleague of mine 
be allowed to keep the words 
of Petronius Arbiter on hie 
study wall any longer? 

"We tra1ned hard bit it 
seemed that every time we 
were beginning to form up 
into teams we would be re
organised. I was to learn 
later in life that we tend 
tomeetanynewsituationby 
reorganising . •• andawon
derfulmethoditcanbefor 
creating the illusion of 
progress while producing 
confusion,inefficiencyand 
demoralisation."Petronius 
Arbiter - 210 BC. 
RA Cunningham, 
140 Pineapple Road, 
Birmingham. 

Since this forgery was uttered circa 1946-6 (see PSNL 12.2-13 (1982) 
6; May 1981, p. 6; Dec. 1971, p.6), one wonders why Petroniue' date 
has wandered back from Neronian times to 210 B.C. Was it because 
the Punic menace would be producing the same paranoia as the Red 
menace nowadays? 



PETRONIUS AND OTHER CLASSICS IN MEREDITH'S "THE'EXXJIST" 

by David Lateiner 

George Meredith published his convoluted comic masterpiece The 
Egoist in 1879. The father of the heroine (who narrowly escapes an 
unbearable marriage) is a somewhat pompous student of the Classics: 
when told of a boy's lie, he responds "For which he should have been 
reasoned with at the Grecian portico (Ch. xliii)." He also sometimes 
evades questions and sticky situations with quotations from the greats 
and castigation of the younger generation and its tastes (like Agamem
non in chh. 2-4). It is, therefore, not surprising to find tags in 
Latin from Vergil (Aeneid 6.6 in Ch. xix), Horace (sat. 2.2.1 and 6.1 in 
Ch. xxi), Catullus (carm 39. 6-7 in Ch. :uix), and allusions to Aes
chylus (a very relevant discussion of Agamemnon's sacrifice of his 
daughter Iphigeneia for the success of his plan to enjoy the Egoist's 
wine cellar in Ch. xliii). These witticisms appear in Dr. Middleton's 
mouth, in his learned daughter Clara's mind (when ruminating on a 
happy-go-lucky character named Horace), as well as in the words and 
thoughta of others. The young scholar "Vernon had to fall back upon 
Greek and Latin aphoristic shots at the [female] sex to believe" that 
his beloved would encourage a youth to immoral behavior (Ch .. xxvi). 
Other males are reduced to similar or worse invectives in their 
(unjustified) diatribes against the morality of women (cf. the Hesiodic
Hippolytan Egoist in Ch. xi). One of the most remarkable examples of 
Meredith's sympathy for the plight of women ends with a reference to 
Cicero pro caelio 62 (cf. Quintilian 8.6.63; in Ch. xxiii): 

'The Egoist, ... had no bleeding victim beneath his paw, but there 
was the sex to mangle. Much as he prefers the well-behaved among 
women, who can worship and fawn, and in whom terror can be 
inspired, in his wrath he would make of Beatrice a Lesbia Quadran
taria.' 

The eponymous character, while not a IJctNeau riche like Trimal
chio, shares many of that vibrant personality's self-serving traits. 
Both enjoy the admiration of their inferiors, both dwell on their 
services to their family and relatives, both only dimly sense the offen• 
sive impression they make on more sensitive souls, both, finally, 
compel our awe as well as our disgust. 

Rather than try to make bricks from straw, I will only point out 
two references of interest to the readers of this journal. Meredith 
makes reference to Petronius' world of the early Empire in South Italy 
when referring to the constancy of Clara's boy admirer Crossjay: 
• And the lava might overflow him and take the mould of him, like the 
sentinel at Pompeii" (Ch. xix). Early in the novel, Ch. iv, the egoist 
Sir Willoughby Patteme contemplates the fact that Laetitia who has 
always been devoted to him has not been showing the grief that his 
intended marriage to Clara should have produced: 

'She might have buried it, after the way of women, whose 
bosoms can be tombs. If we and the world allow them to 
be; absolutely sepulchres, where you lie dead, ghastly. Even 
if not dead and horrible to think of, you may be lying cold, 
somewhere in a comer. Even if embalmed, you may not be 
much visited. And how is the world to know you are 
embalmed? You are no better than a rotting wretch to the 
world that does not have peeps of you in the woman's 
breast, and see lights burning and occasional exhibition of 
the services of worship. There are women - tell us not of 
her of Ephesus - that have embalmed you, and have quitted 
the world to keep the tapers alight, and a stranger comes, 
and they, who have your image before them, will suddenly 
blow out the vestal flames and treat you as dust to fatten 
the garden of their bosoms for a fresh flower of love." 

The comic irony resides principally in Willoughby's own inconstancy 
which rises to a level of absurdity by the end. While the Ephesian 
chose to save the living man at the expense of a corpse, Willoughby 
comes to prefer the thought of his intended wife being disgraced or 
dead to her being in the arms of another. 
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Comfort, Alex, Imperial Patient: The Mem::>irs of Nero's Doctor 
(London: Duckworth, 1987), reviewed by Peter Howell in the Tirres 
Literary Supplement of 18 September 1987. "The style is brisk and 
slangy ("Up my ass with Romulus" says Petronius), with occasional 
brief excursions into rather odd Latin ( libelliusculum), Greek, 
German and (believe it or not) Welsh." (Baldwin) 
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Second Groningen Colloquium on the Novel, 1 May 1987, organized 
by H. Hofmann at the Rijksuniversiteit. The speakers were Hans 
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Roman: ein Thema zwischen Fiktionalitaet und Lebenswirklichkeit"; 
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Scenes in Epic"; Helen Elsom," Apuleius in the Movies". 

Fourth Groningen Colloquium on the Novel, 30 October 1987, 
organized by H. Hofmann at the Rijksuniversiteit. The speakers were 
B.L. Hijmans, "Reader Reactions in the Manuscripts of Apuleius' 
Metamorphoses'; J.L. de Jong, 'Renaissance Representations of Cupid 
and Psyche: Apuleius vs. Fulgentius"; Edgar Mass, "Tradition und 
Formwandel im Romanschaffen Boccaccios"; Perrine Galand, 'La 
Fontaine lecteur de la 'Matrone d' Ephese'"; Sandro Boldrini, "II pasto 
della vedova: cibo, vino, sesso, da Petronio a S. Amado". 

Collogue International. Autour du roman grec: formes et traditions 
litte'raires, etude des realit~s sociales et des mod~es culturels, 
post,rit~ du genre, iicole Normale SupJrieure, Paris, 18-19 d&embre 
1987. 

ARTICLES 

Eumolpus ' Poetic Hairs 

by Barry Baldwin 

At Sat. 109,8, it is said of the relentless poet Eumolpus that vinJ 
solutus dicta voluit in calvos stigrrososque iaculari, danec con
sumpta frigidiss:Jma. urbanitate rediit ad carmina sua coepitque 
capillorum elegidari.an dicere (the apparently lacunose text goes 
on to offer three elegiac couplets and seven iambic lines). Rose (l2le 
Date am Author of the 8atyrican, Leiden 1971, 76, 86) registered this 
sequence as a possible reference to Nero, seeing in this "tasteless 
poem" (a harsh and perhaps confused, judgement; see below) an 
allusion to that emperor's verses on the locks of Poppaea known to us 
from Pliny, NH 37.60: Daniti.us Nero in ceteris vitae suae pxtentis 
capillos quoque Poppaeae caniugis suae inhx .1DIIE!l'l adoptaverat 
quodam etiam carmine sucinJs appellan:b. Incidentally, no one 
seems to have noted that, if capillos sucinJs is an actual quotation, 
this would be the only certain fragment of Nero's Muse that is not 
hexametric (cf. M. Morford, 'Nero's patronage and Participation in 
Literature and the Arts,' ANRW II 32.3, 2017, for the latest general 
discussion). However, Pliny may be paraphrasing; Nero could have 
written (for very easy instance) sucina along with capillos as 
accusative of respect. 

A poem on hair is suggestive of Nero, though not certainly so. 
Suetonius (Dem 20) quotes as 11n example of Domitian's sernonis nee 
inelegantis, dictorum interdum etiam ootabilium the imperial 
description of a man's reddish grey hair as perfusam nivan 111.11.so (an 
image somewhat similar to that used by an Athenian jester in ridicule 
of Sulla's face, as preserved by Plutarch, SUlla 2. 1). Sensitive about 
his own thinness on top, and unamenable to references to the condi
tion passed either :Loco vel :wrgio, the emperor (Dem 18.2) wrote and 
published a libellus de cura capillorum, dedicated to an unnamed 
friend, from which the biographer mentions Homer, Il. 21.108 ("Do you 
not see that I too am handsome and tall?') as ironically quoted by 
Domitian along with the reflection that eadan me tamen manent capil
lorum fat a, et forti an:lno fero CCJ11am in adulescentia senescentem 
scias nee grati.us quicquam deoore nee brevi.us. Imperial sensitivity 
about alopecia was something of a motif, being ascribed to Julius 

· Caesar who was often ridiculed for it, and to Caligula who char-
acteristically sought to preempt jokes by declaring that to look down 
upon him from above or to mention goats c9nstituted capital offences 
(Suetonius, JC 46.2; Cal. 60. 1). 

In aiming at calvos, then, Eumolpus was doing something pretty 
conventional. The stigrrosos comport more interest. l2le Oxford 
Latin Dictionary defines this term a~ "'covered with tattoo-marks as 
a sign of infamy; Lewis & Short offer a similar though less prolix 
rubric. Both dictionaries adduce only the present passage and Pliny, 
Ep. 1.6.2, for this (oddly?) rare epithet. Pliny is furnishing examples 
of the rough oratorical wit of his Mte mire Regulus who had dubbed 
Arulenus Rusticus Stoicorum simiam (surely a reminiscence of Cicero's 
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branding of Favonius as sinu.mt cat.onis), Vitelliana cicatrice stii:, 
mosum. This latter refers to an actual wound; Tacitus, Hist. 3.80, 
describes the incident. Stigrrr,sus clearly has II wider range than the 
dictionaries concede to it, and the Loeb translation of it in the 
present passage as 'branded criminals ' may need reconsideration. 

E umolpus sooms to have cruoked some jokes ogainst both calves 
stigmososque that. fell flat before taking clmrac terietic refuge in 
poetry. A8 far as t he tm:t permits us to see them, t he elegillCR look 
sympathetic:, t he iambics more mocking. The hitter tone would lllso 
suit Nero, who variously · lampooned in verse the nollitia corporis of 
Afraniue Quintianus (arguably an appropriate context for cutting 
remarks on lack of hair), the praetorian Clodius Pollio as one-eyed 
(I.usciol, and Mithridates for trying to drive a 10-horse chariot at the 
Olympics (Tacitus, Jinn 16.49; Suetonius, Dem 1.1; Nero 24.2). Yet Nero 
had no · monopoly on this sort of thing. Tacitus (Jinn 16.84) goes to 
town on Nero's creature Vatinius, alluding amongst other things to his 
corpore detorto. Martial 14.96.2 recalled Vatinius' long nose, and it 
is a fair bet that the recitat:iane tragoediarum in which Curiatius 
Maternus boasts (Tacitus, Dial. 11.2) that Vat:lnii ;r;:otentiam fregi 
found a way of working in some carnal insult. Furneaux' note on 
Ann. 16.34 catalogues deformed jesters and jokes about deformities; we 
shall also remember Agrippina deriding the trwx:a maru of Burrus at 
Ann.18.14. 

Whether or not Nero himself is in cause, this Eumolpan outburst 
fits perfectly the N eronian scene. Eumolpus starts his performance in 
his cups, after a lavish feast. Tacitus, Jinn 14.16, writing of the year 
59, curtly describes the after-dinner poetry workshop of the emperor 
and associates, whilst Suetonius (Nero 20) mentions that he would 
listen to the musician Terpnus after dining (cf. J. Sullivan, 'Petronius' 
Satyricon and its Neronian Context,' ANIM II 32.3, 1680·1, on this). 
Confirmation of the custom is to hand from Persius 1.50-1: = si 
qua elegidia crudi/dictanmt proceres/ Strikingly, in developing the 
scene at v. 56, Persius aims the shaft rugar.i$, calve. Equally eye
catching, given Nero's aforementioned lampoon against Pollio, is the 
subsequent (v. 128) allusion to one lusco qui ;r;:ossit dicere 'lusce'. 
Possibly it is II mark of Trimalchio's (himself calvus) lack of sophisti
cation that his poetic efforts are produced during the course of the 
dinner, not kept for a proper literary seminar with Agamemnon and 
company afterwards. Finally, a linguistic detail to enhance and 
complete the picture. Petronius calls Eumolpus' verses on hair an 
elegidarion, a word that occurs only here according to the TLL. 
Persius' term elegid:J.a is likewise a hapax. Conceivably these are 
coterie terms or parodies thereof. 

The Werewolf Tale of Petronius: 
the Moral "catabasis" of Niceros 

by Ana Victoria Soady 

The ' Werewolr Tnle' (sat. 61-62) is not often treated at uny 
IB?gth by commentators, but when It is, the assesements are decidedly 
ID.!Xed. E ven T· Sa~ compared the narrated tale to a modern short 
story and adm1red it aa '11 condensation in which every word is 
effective and necB?sary. • while, on the other hand, Brady B. Gilleland 
bluntly regardod it 11& 'poorly constructed and ridiculoUB' (Soge and 
G!llelnnd, eds., ~tiricon [New York, 1929, 1969) 230-1). This puper 
will aff1rm the Judgment of Sage and wiU demonstrate thet Petronius 
~ns structured his tale wit h verbal economy and literary purposefulness 
m ~rder_ to rela~e the new-found heroic aod moral resolve which the 
servile N1ceros 11.Cluevoo as a result of hie personal catabasis. 
. In hie naryatlon o! the 'Werewolf Tale', Petronius re:veals eonslder
uble crea~lve .1magu:iet1on and . narrative e.xpert lee by infusing Into what 
is osten8lbly an s1m_ple specimen of magical lore reminiscen.ces both 
verba.l and situational, of Aeneas' Jao:ney to the ~ld in Book 6 
of the Aeneid (for further evidence of Petronius' fascination wi th 
~e1_1eid . ~ and _the KataMSiSl!Otiv therein, see Rlck M. Newton. 
Tr1maJc.hio s 1'.fellish Bath,' CJ 77 (1981) 816-19; ·with the.nks to 

Gareth S~hmeling for t~s apt reference.) There is no doubt -that 
reverbe:11t1ons of Aeneas courageous infernal exploits are evident in 
the conduct of Pe.tronius' gullible fal:ulator, Niceros, who never tires 
of telling how he overcame his person1tl foes • one 'real ' (the 
wer?wolO, and the res t Imaginary - while journeying along 8 Cum
pnnuin ~oad nt early down. ~ertru:n ly, Petronius' evocation or Vergil-
1an strams In su~h a conteitt 1s fnr from surprising, for, t rue to his 
cono~ that ll_ wnter should be plenus l itt er.is. Petronius, in the 
creat ion of his largely ~u~·liter_nry melange which is the satyr.icorl, 
often ~a~tams upon the higher genres of Homeric and Vergilian epic. 
or Ov1d111n elegy. He does so, it would seem. not to criticize the 
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classics of Augustan literature, but rather in order to increase the 
comic effect of his lowly episodes and characters by proffering an 
often wistful, but seldom embittered, reflection upon the gaps which 
yawned between the ideal values of Augustan epic and the practical 
difficulties of troubled mortals living in the Age of Nero. 

Although the mere identification of Vergilian parody in the were
wolf yarn far from exhausts the critical potentialities of the passage, 
most critics and most commentators (including Smith, Oxford, 1975, 
170-76) have been content to stop their analyses at this point, 
satisfied with having isolated higher literary inferences, without con
sidering either the unique merits of this tale of the super-natural per 
se, and sui generis, or its possible significance as a literary product 
of Neronian times. Any adequate analysis of the 'Werewolf Tale' must 
also take into consideration the fact that as the creator of II ghost 
story, Petronius had, in actuality, no literary responsibility more 
essential than the production of a narrative which would properly 
terrify, and hopefully amuse, his potential audience. He thus presents 
his tale with great awareness of the vernacular and the ageless 
superstitions of the earthy equals who are meant to be hearing it at 
Trimalchio's cena. 

There are few today who would wish to decry the reputation of 
Petronius either as a litteratus steeped in the Classics of Greco
Roman literature, or as a raconteur skilled in the creation of verisimi
litude even for his most outrageous characters. From the happy 
confluence of these two aspects of his literary talent, from the depth 
of his literary learning and from his penchant for realism, Petronius 
has created in his characterization of Niceros, the very image of a 
hero who befits his own time almost as neatly as Aeneas harmonized 
with the virtues of Augustan Rome. It will be shown that either 
intentionally, or possibly, unintentionally, Petronius has structured the 
'Werewolf Tale" in such a manner as to represent a 'conscious-raising' 
experience for the servile Niceros, who, upon his emergence from his 
personal catabasis, which begins not unfittingly in a roadside Cam
panian graveyard, displays a level of moral commitment which is far 
more meritorious than could be found among the habitu~ of Nero's 
court. . 

Before presenting evidence for the above thesis, and without 
revealing any conclusions prematurely, there is need for this author 
to emulate the example of Nlceros, by drawing a slender and frankly 
unheroic blade in an effort to 'cut through' a few of the snarling 
and self-suffocating vines which have grown up among cultivators of 
the Petronian Garden (pace Oskar Raith!). One can no longer choose 
a metaphor without danger of encroachment upon someone's Petronian 
'turrl It should be noted that the above paragraph indicates that 
Petronius may have structured the 'Werewolf Tale' in a certain way, 
perhaps intentionally, and perhaps not intentionally. Therefore, what 
follows below is an interpretation of the brief episode which I believe 
is possible within the text. There are, however, within the Petronian 
garden some perennials who thrive on the notion that they have dug, 
as it were, to the roots of the Petronian persona, and thus dare to 
bespeak forthrightly what are most likely to be the fixed moral and 
aesthetic attitudes of the Arbiter. 

With a mixture of intelJectual admiration and bewilderment, these 
exceptional blossoms may best be dubbed the "Wastelanders• (from 
which point I promise to abandon all horticultural metaphors for the 
duration of this paper). Space does not allow a fuller discussion of 
their often excellent analyses of the symbols and images which 
pervade the Petronian t&t and with which it is often possible to find 
accord. The text of the 8atyrican is used variously to prove that 
Petronius was a capital 'E' Epicurean, or, alternately, a lower case 
•c•, cynic. These distinctions lead in turn to Sibylline pronouncements 
such as the following, to which considerable exception may readily be 
taken: "he (Petronius) is telling us also, I think, of the failure of a 
Mandarin culture to diffuse itself" (W. Arrowsmith, "Luxury and Death 
in the satyria:m," Arion 6 (1966) 820.) It is difficult to imagine that 
any emperor who pandered to popular whim as much as Nero did, by 
among other things, giving public theatrical performances, would 
imagine himself in any sense a Mandarin. Furthermore, the 8atyri.con 
provides prima facie evidence of the extent to which court etiquette 
and fancy had been 'diffused' among the wealthy liberti of Campania, 
who had more than ample means with which to support local versions 
of the latest fads and elegances. · 

More recently, several "Wastelanders' have advanced the notion 
that Petronius is anti-Classical in his literary stance. This, despite 
the endorsement of RananJs Vergilius and the curiosa felicitas of 
Horace which appear in the work. A leading proponent of this 
viewpoint has stated that: 

The Satyrican is a radically anti-Classical work, 
which by its subversion and rejection of Classical 
aesthetic theory with its attendant expectations, sets 
out to project a radically anti-Classical world-view. 
(F. Zeitlin, 'Petronius as Paradox," TAPA 102 (1971) 
634). 
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This closely argued thesis might be stronger were it not derived 
largely from a careful analysis of the C3rnel de Bello Civil.i and 
Troiae Halosis selections within the Satyricon - the first of which 
was aimed against the stylizations of Lucan and the second against 
Silver tragic technique, not to mention the fact that both pieces are 
presented through the guise of the poetaster Eumolpus and therefore 
may not deserve such serious regard. 

The 'Wastelanders" have imparted to Petronius a new seriousness 
which has in tum stimulated a spirit of purposeful revisionism among 
critics from which even the humble 'Werewolf Tale' has not been 
able to escape. Theories of Petronian anti-Classicism reached the 
werewolf in 1976 when William J. O'Neal, following a suggestion first 
made by Brady B. Gilleland in hie revision of E.T. Sage's edition of 
the Satirican (op. cit 231), published a brief article entitled 'Vergil 
and Petronius: the Underworld,• (CB 62 [1976) 33-4). In this piece he 
assumes the general acceptance of Petronius as "anti-Classical" and 
argues that Petronius wrote the "Werewolf Tale' solely to revise 
certain compositional flaws which the Arbiter had identified in Vergil's 
narrative. The complaints which O'Neal decided that Petronius had 
against Vergil's artistry are three: 1. Aeneas' sword is never in the 
right place; 2. Aeneas is somehow too calm 'in the face of the 
shocking and extraordinary," while Niceros is not; and 3. Petronius is 
attacking Augustan sexual propriety in his treatment of the relation
ship between Nlceros and Melissa. No seasoned "Wastelander', I am 
certain, would sanction such ill-founded and unmitigated invention of a 
literary intention for Petronius as we witness in this article; neverthe
less, O'Neal's effort provides an illustration for the absurdities to 
which critical dogmatism can lead, particularly when applied to a 
literary Lampedusa such as Petronius. 

Rather than to read between the lines of the "Werewolf Tale,• it 
might be elucidative to allow the story to speak for itself within the 
established context of the Neronian 'matrix' (J.P. Sullivan, Literature 
and Politics in the Age of Nero [Cornell, 1986)). For there the story 
belongs, in the tawdry mercantile splendour of Campania, where our 
hero, Niceros, makes his home amidst other materialistic supersti
tios i. Within the scant 60 lines of the Werewolf episode, the reader 
learns a great deal about Niceros and his acquaintances, as Petronius 
never seems to waste a word throughout the entire narrative. When, as 
is the case with any storyteller, Niceros is called upon to swear to 
the veracity of his utterances, he twice reveals his fear that he will 
lose hie money if he tells a lie. Hence, with fealty to the priorities 
of his freedmen associates, he posts hie money as surety against 
perjury; 'Cllll19 me' irx2uit 'lucrum transeat, nisi iam dudum gaudinonio 
disSilio (61.S). Concerning the werewolf's transformation Niceroe 
declares: ut mentiar, rullius patr:1ncnium tanti facio (62. 7) 

Horace confirmed the Petronian depiction of the magical vulner
abilities of the polyglot denizens of the Bay of Na pies in his fifth 
Epode where he wrote: 

Et otiosa credidit N eapolis 
Et omne vicinum oppidum 
Quae sidera excantata voce Theseala 
Lunamque caelo deripit 
Hie irresectum saeva dente livido 
Candidia rodens pollicem, 
Quid dixit aut quid tacuit? (43-49) 

Pliny (HN 8.84.82) adds that belief in the existence of werewolves is a 
shameful lie (inp.ldens irendac:1.l.m6 and offers firm testimony to the 
excessive credulity of the Greeks who will swallow anything (Graeca 
credulitas). A werewolf tale certainly befits Petronius' audience, 
and yet such stories were also common fare at the banquets of the 
cultured !Suet. ~g. 76, aretalogoi at dinner; 78 falxll.atares at 
bedtime). 

Petronius predisposes us to admire Niceros by the very placement 
of this tale within the course of the cena, as Trimalchlo calls upon 
Niceros to speak Immediately after prayers have been offered to 
Augustus and to the appropriately chosen household gods of Trimalchio 
(Cerdallem .. Felic.i.anem .. I.uc:rianan (60.9). The banqueters reveal the 
mood of conviviality by adding prayers for the health and happiness of 
one another (banam mentan, banam valetudinem, 61.1), following which, 
Trimalchio instinctively addresses Niceros. What Trimalchio says is 
significant as he states that Niceros is a man who has undergone a 
change of temperament: solebas iixlui-t suavlllS in canvietu; nescio 
quid n.mc taces nee rruttis (61.2). Trimalchio notes that Niceros 
seems chastened, not sullen, simply quieter than he used to be. What 
past experience has changed him? Trimalchio implies an answer by 
saying: narra illud quod ti.bi usu venit (61.3). "Tell THAT story about 
what happened to youl" 

Niceros registers delight at the solicitations of his friend, swearing 
that he is (literally) bursting with joy at the sight of Trimalchio in 
such fine fettle gaud:lm:mio dissilio (61.4). We know instantly that 
his Latin is terrible, but his heart is pure. Niceros feigns fear of the 
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scholastici (a standard captatio of the skillful fah.tlatori. He 
adds, however, a tag-line which just might contain some gentle advice 
for Nero (were he to hear this passage read): satius est rideri quam 
derideri (61.6). "It is better to be laughed with, than at.• 

At this point, Encolpius, our narrator, interjects a Lucilian 
hemistich which is also found frequently in Vergil and Livy: haec ubi 
dicta dedit, talem falxllam exorsus est. 'Thus when he had spake 
these words, he began a story of this sort' (talemfalxtlam. 61.6) 

As Niceros commences his tale, our sympathy for him mounts; he 
reveals himself to 'be ever the consummate Neronian. As his name 
implies ( v ~ Kil •tpw!; ), he is a lover, not a fighter. Like many of his 
betters at court, he le in love with another man's wife, a "broad
beamed" (bacci.balll.RQ, Tarentine honey-pot. Interestingly, as was the 
case with Nero and Poppaea, according to Tacitus, Niceros states that 
he is attracted more by Melissa's good disposition (benem:lria • another 
hapu) and apparent generosity (fecit assen, sem:Lssan hah1i (61.8), 
than by her ample physical attributes (sed ego IXID Mehercules corp:>ra
liter (61.7). 

Here, the usage of the word • corporaliter" alerts the careful 
reader to the possibility that Petronius is offering something beyond a 
simple ghost tale for our delectation as Niceros reveals himself to 
possess another Neronian trait: a passing familiarity with Stoic/
Epicurean philosophy, or with the voluminous dribblings of its popular 
but fading afficionado, Seneca. The adverb corporaliter is formed 
from the adjective "corporalis' which does not appear until the Silver 
Age where it is first found in three of the M?ral Epistles of Seneca: 
(68.11) quaedam corporalia esse, quaedam incarparalia; 117.2; and 
78.22, which describes the two kinds of pleasures: corporales as 
opposed to voluptates an:imi, (which even illness cannot remove). 
That the word is recognizably Senecan is witnessed by the fact that 
its chief appearances elsewhere are in the Digest and Arnobius. Thus, 
Petronius is clearly ridiculing Seneca, or at least the Stoic opposition, 
by having Niceros proclaim that he spurns the physical side of life 
(cf. 132.16 against the catanes), a viewpoint which Petronius often 
indicates is unwholesome for any man, even Seneca. 

Petronius continues to flaunt his literary wit as Niceros begins his 
personal catabasis. Niceros gives evidence of his heroic substance by 
deciding to brave the pre-dawn vicissitudes of a Campanian road in 
order to reach Melissa's side, because her husband has just died on 
their master's country estate. Here begins the parallel to the great 
Vergilian catabasis. It may be recalled that the Sibyl states that 
Aeneas was compelled to visit Hades out of loyalty and respect for his 
father, qualities which rendered him the very image of piety (pieta, 
tis imago 6.406). Niceros likewise displays the quality of loyalty; 
however, he expresses his valour by means of a well-worn, if allitera
tive, clich6: in angustiis amici apparent (61.9). 

Where Aeneas has the frightful Sibyl for a guide, Niceros cadges a 
soldier (Puteoli had soldiers billeted from A.D. 68), a dubious hospes, 
but 'strong as hell,' fortis tarquam Orcus (62.S). The word "Orcus• 
is sufficient to indicate our epical "descent', which in this case, is 
into a graveyard. Niceros tries to remain brave, first assuming that 
the soldier has entered the graveyard to do his necessaries (ad stelas 
facere, 62.4). Our hero fights back his fears by sitting down: he 
starts to sing and count the tombstones when he notices that the 
solider has doffed his clothing and has slinked off into the woods in 
the form of a wolf. Niceros keeps his wits enough to try to steal 
(tollenm his clothing, but the bundle has, of course, turned to stone. 
His fears then overtake him and again, as, in the manner of Aeneas, 
he draws hie sword and 'slaughters the shadows" (cecidi 1..Dllhras, 62.9) 
all the way to his friend's villa. Aeneas, it may be recalled (Aen 6, 
294ff.) rushes at the shades and tries in vain to strike them with his 
sword of iron, but he has the Sibyl to point out the vanity of his 
efforts. 

One can see the potentialities of the mime in Niceros' description 
of himself: pale as a ghost; his soul boiling away (in larvam intravi., 
paene animam ea.il.livi, 62.10); sweat perfusing his agitated loins, as 
Melissa chides him for being out so late. She has no time for his 
woes, for she has the story of the wolf to tell. 

The dangers having been endured, Niceros takes his fitful rest, but 
then hurries home. He compares himself to a copo ccmpil.atus, a 
cheated innkeeper, in that he feels betrayed and cheated by his 
comrade whom he had trusted. Upon, retracing_ his steps, he finds, of 
course, that the pile of clothing Is gone, with some drops of blood 
left in its place. Once home, he discovers the soldier prostrate on his 
bed with a wound to the neck. It is noteworthy that Niceros had the 
courage to follow through and to confront the assailant in the 
daylight. It may be recalled that Julius Montanus was forced to 
suicide when he apologized for having wounded Nero while the 
emperor was conducting a night prowl in disguise. In this connection 
Dio (61.8.2) states that people were not even safe from him in their 
homes, since Nero and his entourage would forcibly enter these. 
Tacitus (13.25) adds that Nero often 'showed the marks of blows on 
his face when he returned from these forays.• Dio Cassius (62.13.2) 
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and Suetonius (Nero 29) both report that after the fire of A.D. 64, 
Nero used to dress in animal skins to attack victims, usually Chris
tians. He also used disguises in order not to be seen but yet to be 
free to incite the crowd to riot at the circus. 

Niceros emerges from his catabasis with new-found moral convic
tion sufficient to feel personal rage at his betrayal by someone he 
trusted and with enough decency of character to declare that others 
may think as they wish, but upon threat of death he will never take 
even a morsel of bread with the soldier again: intell.exi illum ver
sipell em esse, nee JX)Stea cum illo panem gustare JXJtui. n::in sine 
occidisses (62.14). 

Gilleland comments that Niceros' ignorance is revealed by his 
slowness in realizing that his comrade is a versipellis. At the risk 
of becoming a 'Wastelander' myself, I would like to suggest that the 
revelation of the word serves as Petronius' punch-line for the tale: 
Niceros will not associate socially with a versipellis, and yet the 
Roman aristocracy pandered to the personal whims of a far more 
violent nx-tum.is grassator every day of their lives. The word 
versipellis goes back at least to Plautus, not to indicate a 
werewolf, but rather to connote any individual with changeable 
appearance or personality. Hence, Juppiter is called a versipellis in 
the Jlmphitcyan because he takes on the appearance of a slave (Pro. 
123). Plautus also uses versipellis to imply intellectual fluidity and 
cunning, as in the Bacchides, where he states that it is best to have 
two 'skins', so to speak, in order to be a good man when with good 
men and to be evil when with evil men. Most significantly, Pliny, a 
definite contemporary of Petronius, indicates as part of his discussion 
of the werewolf at HN 8.34.80 that to refer to a man as a versipellis 
is to offer great insult or to consider him under a curse: unde tamen 
ista volgo inf:lxa sit fama in tantumut inmaledictis versipelles 
habea t in:licabitur. The definitions in every sense typify Nero, 
whose changeability and private excesses were obliterating the ves
tiges of Rome's former heroism. 

If there is a suggestion of Nero's misconduct to be found in 
Niceros' use of the word versipellis, then great significance can be 
attached to the actions of Trimalchio and his guests at the completion 
of the tale. For their part, the guests all sigh with astonishment and 
respect (attonitis admiratiane universis), while Trimalchio remarks, 
perhaps with better reason than has been heretofore suggested, that 
Niceros' words have made his hair stand on end, because he states, 
he knows that Niceros never speaks in a trifling manner (quia scio 
Niceronem nihil r.ugarum narrare, 63.11). He adds that Niceros has 
spoken truly (certus) and to the point (minime linguosus). With this, 
the tableau instantly changes, perhaps before Nero can decide whether 
it is indeed best to be laughed with or at. As if to underscore the 
futility, not to mentior, the danger, of protest or moralizing within the 
Neronian matrix, Petronius proceeds with the narration of Trimalchio's 
Cappadocian Wilch-Tale · which is as prolix as it is pointless. 

Trimalchio and the candelabrum: 
Petronius Sat. 75.10 

by John Bode! 

The paper argues for an overlooked allusion at sat. 76.10 to a 
notorious freedman of the late Republic whose social circumstances 
and personal history suggest several parallels with those of Trimal• 
chio. 

Late in the banquet Trimalchio's drunken maunderings lead him to 
reflect on his rise from slavery to freedom and fabulous wealth. The 
autobiographical section of his speech begins abruptly: "tam magnus ex 
Asia veni quam hie candelabrus est" (76.10). Apart from the predic
table notes concerning the gender of 'candelabrus" commentators are 
strangely silent about this peculiar details, for it emerges that the 
candelabrum serves as a memento of the days when Trimalchio's 
youthful charms exposed him to the unwelcome sexual attentions of his 
master and mistress (75.10-11). A hitherto undetected irony (to be 
explained) helps account for the detail that Trimalchio used to smear 
his lips with lamp oil in order to promote growth of a beard, but the 
key to the passage, as well as to the sources that inspired Petronius 
to associate Trimalchio's humiliating experience as p.ier delicatus with 
a piece of household furniture, lies · elsewhere. As often, Petronius 
found his model not in literature but in life. 
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Pliny the Elder, in remarking the high prices paid for candelabra, 
recounts the story of a certain Clesippus, a humpback., who once came 
into the possession of a wealthy woman Gegania as a bonus accom• 
•panying an expensive candelabrum bought by her at auction. As Pliny 
tells it, Gegania arranged for Clesippus to be displayed naked as a 
amusement for her guests but found herself perversely attracted to 
him and in time received him not only into her bed but into her will; 
eventually the humpback "praedives numinum vice illud candelabrum 
coluit et bane Corinthiis fabulam adiecit" (NH 34.11-12). The obvious 
broad similarities to the situation adumbrated in the 8atyrican, though 
previously unobserved by Petronian specialists, have not gone wholly 
unnoticed: Muenzer in his prosopographical article on Clesippus in the 
RE (VII (1910) 928 no. 3) tentatively suggested that Petronius made 
'free use' of the story told by Pliny in the passage of the Satyr:1.con 
cited above. 

I shall attempt to put the case more strongly by adducing the 
evidence of Clesippus's epitaph, which survives intact from what was 
once a monument of impressive dimensions ·· sep.llchrum IXlbile, 
according to Pliny (CIL 12 .1004). The honors recorded in that late 
Republican text, 11Utatis 11Utarrli.s, reveal a man whose social aspira• 
tions and attainments closely resemble those of TrimaJchio. From that 
observation, as well as for other reasons to be explained, several 
interesting inferences regarding Petronius's literary aims and methods 
in his characterization of Trimalchio necessarily follow. In conclusion, 
the implications of these will be briefly explored. (This is an 
abstract of a paper read at the December 1987 annual meeting of the 
APA.) 

Semiotic a della :oovella latina: Atti del seminario interdiscipli
nare "La TJCNella latina' (Perugia, 11-13 Aprile 1985) = Materiali e 
contributi per la storia della narrativa greco-latina 4 (Rome: 
Herder Editrice, 1986). Pp. 317. 

review by 
Thomas K. Hubbard 

This collection of sixteen essays, based on a conference of Italian 
scholars in 1986, centers around the theme of the Latin 'novella• or 
'tale" within the novels of Petronius and Apuleius. Several of the 
contributions make explicit use of interpretative categories familiar 
from the work of Greimas, Bakhtin, Genette, and others; given the 
recent upsurge of interest in narratological analysis and Russian 
formalist theory, a collection of essays applying some of these 
methods is a welcome addition to the scholarship on Latin prose 
narrative, which, with a few notnhle exceptions, has been relatively 
uninfluenced by developments in contemporary narrative theory. The 
tales embedded within the primary narrative contexts of Petronius' 
and Apuleius' novels offer particulal"ly rich material for criticism of 
this type, in view of their simultaneously self-contained structure and 
complex relation to the surrounding narrative. The tales are also 
notable for presenting in tightly compressed form a dense array of 
evocative symbols, which must be analyzed from multiple frames of 
reference. It is in this broader, non-technical sense that most of the 
essays in the collection are 'semiotic." Fully half of the essays are 
in one way or another comparative, viewing the tales either within 
the framework of literary Nachleben or from the standpoint of cross• 
cultural folklore studies. 

Since this volume is extremely difficult to obtain, and not owned 
even by most large academic libraries, I will attempt to give a fairly 
complete summary of what each article has to contribute that strikes 
me as both new and significant. As in any collection, some essays 
are more illuminating than others, and may warrant more attention. 

Paolo Fedeli's "La matrona di Efeso. Strutture narrative e tecnica 
dell' inversiono' (pp. 0-361 is the first essay in Lh collection, and fllso 
one of t he best. Although not written from any expliclL theoretical 
viewpoint. the article gives an acute and engaging close reading of the 
Widow of Ephl'.sus-story, with particular at tention to the text's 
language and techniques of verbfll repetition, juxtaposition. and irony. 
For instance, Fedeli sees in t he first "line of the ta.lo (111.1 matrona 
quaedam Ephesi tam mt.;ae erat p.idicitiae. .. ) noL only the usual 
tensioo bebvoon fabular vagueness (quaedam 11"d narrative speciriclty 
fmatrona .. . Ephesi tam mtae p..u:licitiae), but nlso a foregrounding of 
tho tale's dominant ten.sion between cba~tity (designated by traditional 
Roman concepLs such as matrana and µJdicitial and sensual gratifica
tion (suggested by the setting in a luxuriant Asian port such ns 
Ephesus). The terms matrana and pidicitia function ns s ignposts, 
being repented at the very moment (112.l) thut Lh soldier is first 
successful in gaining the ,vidow's attention; o. similar irony underlies 
the juxtaposition il..wenis castae In 112.2, 1vitb tbe widow being called 
chaste ln the very phrase announcing that the young soldier seemed 



attractive to her (nee deformis aut inEacurrlu.s iuvenis castae v.ideba 
tur). As the final words of the sentence in which the soldier and 
widow consummate their love, we see her called p;dicissimam uxoren 
(112.3), with the concept of p.Jdicitia intensified into the superlative 
form and the widow for the first time identified as uxor (at the 
moment of her ceasing to be a faithful uxarj. 

Fedeli notes one other critical transition in the tale where the 
terms matrona and p.Jdicitia are brought forward: 111.5 una igitur in 
tota civitate fah.zla erat ... returns to the general mise-en-scele of 
111.1, with general recognition of the widow's devotion and the widow 
herself set on expiring in her husband 's tomb, when cum interim .. 
introduces a new development into the story. The imperator provin
ciae commanding the crucifixions represents a force of irresistible 
power, in comparison with which the family tomb is merely a diminu• 
tive casulam on the other hand, in the eyes of the low-ranking 
soldier with his diminutive cenllam (111.8), the tomb appears to be a 
grand rrcrunentum. attesting the family's wealth and influence (note 
the juxtaposition of the terms in adtulit in m::mumentum cerulam 
suam). By lying together (112.3 iacuenmt), the soldier ruid widow 
imitate the corpse of the lying man (111.0 iacentis); by later t hreat• 
ening suicide as a responses to the theft of the crucified thief's 
body, the soldier proposes to take the place of the widow's dead 
husband altogether. 

In addition to noting such verbal and thematic inversion, Fedeli 
makes a number of valuable observations on the use of military 
terminology to describe the soldier's actions and the construction of 
the whole tale as a conflation of the traditional Aesopic fable 
preserved in Phaedrus (App. 13) with paratragic debasement of the 
Aeneid. While critics have long recognized the parody of Aeneid 4 
which takes place here, Fedeli also notes that Eumolpus ' introduction 
of the tale (110.8 conversis igitur annium in se vultirus auril:usque 
sic orsus est) echoes Aeneas ' beginning in Jlen 2.lf. (conticuere 
omnes intentique ora tenebant: l ime toro pater Aeneas sic orsus ab 
al to). Both speeches turn out to have unforeseen effects upon their 
audience, ultimately putting the speaker and his companions into 
danger: even as Dido identifies with Aeneas' wanderings and loss of 
spouse, Lichas identifies all too personally with the adulterous betrayal 
described in Eumolpus' story. 

Rosalba Dimundo's "La novella dell' efebo di Pergamo: struttura de! 
racconto' (pp. 83-04) attempts to provide the same kind of reading for 
Eumolpus ' other famous Milesian tale, although perhaps with less 
verbal subtlety. The author has already published three other articles 
on this tale (in AFUJ 26/26 [1082/3] 133-78, CL 3 [1983] 33-41, and MD 
10/11 (1983] 266-65), and the present study seems mainly designed as a 
general overview of the tale's structure aT\d rhythm. She makes some 
interesting observations on the tension between Eumolpus' professorial, 
rhetorical style and diction within the story and his discreditable 
persona aims. But the bulk of her treatment is concerned with the 
tale's structure of reversal: Eumolpus is the dominant protagonist 
controlling the plot unt il ho hns achieved full sexual consummation 
with t he boy, after which he has nothing further to gain, and the boy 
takes aggressive control of the plot 's resolu tion. The boy 's transition 
from passive to active (s foreshadowed, however, by a progressive 
intensification of interest with each of Eumolpus' three prayers. 

Alessandro Barchiesi's 'Tracee di narrativa greca e romanzo latino: 
una raesegna" (pp. 219-36) is a good survey of recent work on Greek 
narrative literature, with a view to assessing its importance as a 
generic background to the Satyricon. Barchiesi challenges the 
traditional idea that Greek romance and Menippean satire were com
peting influences: in his view, sharp generic boundaries could not 
really be drawn between these forms at such an early stage in the 
development of Greek prose fiction. One finds a proeimetric form 
comparable to Petroniue' in the Iolaus-romance, as well as a concern 
with the sexual adventures of social low-life. In Barchiesi'e view, 
Lollianus' Phoin:ikika is also an example of non-idealized, non-serious 
Greek romance with picaresque sexual escapades involving male 
prostitutes and deflowered maidens. Our perception of Greek romance 
as always being an idealized story of separation and fidelity through 
multiple trials and temptations may be an accident of preservation: the 
Iolaus-romance and the Phoi.niJdka, as well as completely lost works 
like Philip of Amphipolis' bawdy Rhodiaca or the memoirs of the 
courtesan Philaenis, may have been equally typical. Even a conven
tional "ideal" romance like that of Chariton has mock-heroic elements, 
particularly as evoked by its frequent Homeric citations; Barchiesi sees 
this use of epic allusion in Chariton as comparable to the employment 
of verse inlays in prosimetric fiction, and speculates that the earlieat 
of our extant Greek romances has much in common with proeimetric 
comic fiction of the sort discueeed. Barchiesi'a essay is unfortunately 
not concerned with the "Milesian tale" or the predecessors for the 
type of metadiegetic narrative discussed in the rest of this volume. 
Most of the material which he treats has been surveyed elsewhere (as 
in T. Haegg's The Novel in Antiquit:yl, but he does draw some interest• 
ing connections between phenomena, and his essay is one which merits 
attention from those seriously interested in this question. 
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Among the essays or an explicitly theoretical character
1 

one of the 
best is Oreste Tappi 's 'Interdlscorsivith e ·intertestuallta in una 
'novel la' di Apul •o Wetan-orfosi 10, 2-12). Fenomenologia del tabb 
dell ' incesto" (pp. l 70•97). Tappi reads t he Hippolytus/Phaeclra-story 
In Apuleius not only intertru:tually (i.e. in terms of apeclfic textual 
details which respond to Euripides or Seneca) but also interdiscu r1rively 
(i.e. In terms or the tal 's relationship to the overall myth and Its 
social function). Apuleius' story deviates from tradit ion in several 
important respects: t he role of Hippolytue is divided lnto two parts 
(the older son being th.e victim of unjuSL accusation, the younger son 
going through the 11%perience of death and resu rrection), as le t hat of 
Tneseus (whose family role is assumed by t he father, bu t whose 
political and juridical au thority le here represented by the city's 
magistrates and senators). The deus ex mach ina and divine int erven• 
t i.on or cbo myth is here replaced by the shrewdness and foresight of 
the physician (= 10.12.6 providentia divina). The archetypal tragedy of 
Incest and family conflict Is transformed into a legal proceas within 
t ho framework of an apparently orderly system of municipal govern• 
ment , where everyone rushes to judgment on lhe basis or false and 
contrived evidence; Tappl sees this reinterpretation of tho myth as in 
part generated by Apuleius' own legal misfortunes, when the author 
was falsely accused by in-laws of murdering his step-son Pontinianus. 

But more is involved than merely bitter personal reminiscence: in 
Tappi'e view, the very idea of treating so basic a human problem as 
incest as if it were primarily a legal issue (rather than an innate law 
of nature) in itself makes a statement about the kind of society 
which Apuleius saw around him in the 2nd century A.O. Although 
the orderly society of this story is, like Antonina Rome, very progres
sive and modern in comparison with the barbarica feritas and 
tyrannica impotentia (10.6) which the senators wish to avoid (and 
which Tappi equates with an absolutist monarchical system, like that 
of Theseus in the myth), on another level this society appears petty, 
bourgeois, and unheroic. Here, the characters have no names, but 
are purely embodiments of social function. The son flees the scene 
not out of a sense of pollution and horror, as Hippolytus does, but 
only because of advice from his tutor to seek personal safety. The 
wicked step-mother does not kill herself out of shame, like Phaedra; 
in contrast to Theseus, this father is marginal and impotent. The 
wise physician who takes the place of divine intervention is well 
rewarded wit~ gold for his concern. I would add that the step
mother's sentence of exile, while perhaps legally correct, clearly does 
not match the heinousness of her crimes. 

Tappi sees the whole story as an allegory for the insufficie:icy of 
political and legal processes in a society which has lost its sacred 
foundations, and for which the old beliefs and myths (like that of 
Phaedra and Hippolytue) are no longer relevant or meaningful. This 
society is not immoral, but flat and amoral. Tappi sees the death
and-resurrection theme and the providentiae divinae corrlignJII! 
exitum (10.12.6) as an adumbration, albeit an imperfect one, of the 
leis-initiation soon to come in Book 11. Indeed, Tappi regards it as 
the aim of the novel in Apuleius' time to provide new mythologies 
capable of legitimating moral order in the world; as such, the prose 
fabula 's function is comparable to that of tragic fah.zla in an earlier 
age, although the novel must operate in a private and individual 
sphere, rather than as a public ceremony. There is much in Tappi's 
approach which recalls the work of Ren~ Girard, although he is never 
mentioned. This is a thoughtful and instructive essay which deserves 
to be read. 

Also highly illuminating is Giancarlo Mazzoli'e "Ironia e metafora: 
valenze della novella in Petronio e Apuleio" (pp. HJ0-217). Mazzoli's 
essay stands almost alone in this volume in considering the tales not 
from the standpoint of intrinsic structure and reference, but in their 
complex relation to the framing narrative. I do not find his use of 
Greimasian squares very helpful, but Mazzoli does present an inter
esting thesis in arguing that the relationship between tale and frame 
in Apuleius is essentially metaphoric (i.e. associative and construe· 
tive), while in Petronius it is essentially ironic (i.e. dissociative and 
deconstructive). Apuleius' tales are seen as in one way or another 
paradigmatic for the experiences of the narrator Lucius: both Aris
tomenes ' tale in Book I and Thelyphron's in Book 2 admonish Lucius 
of the dangers Involved in dealing with witches and magic, and it is 
no surprise that Lucius himself later becomes involved and is exiled 
from his previous life like the two storytellers. These two tales are 
not just adumbrations of what will h'appen, but they also adapt the 
atmosphere to make the reader receptive . to Lucius' own transfor
mation. Lucius' emphatic assertion of belief · in Aristomenes' story 
(1.20), as against the doubts and guffaws of' Aristomenes' travelling 
companion, creates a strong sense of personal identification and 
suspension of disbelief which is valid .f6r the whole narrative of the 
Me tamor phos es . In Mazzoli's view, the novel ends with no distance 
between au thor and narrator, and with all the digressive tales 
metapln:,ricnlly recuperated in light of the final revaJUJ1bion of Book 
11. Not all crit ics of Apuleius will necessarily agree with th is view 
of Book 11, but J do think t hat Mazzoli is righ t in perc iving t he 
tales as essentially metaphorical in relation to the novel as a whole. 



Petronius, however, does everything possible to unbalance and 
upset any structure of correspondence between the tales and novel. 
The tales in Petronius are always very brief (much briefer than in 
Apuleius) and tightly structured around a central peripeteia, in 
contrast to the novel as a whole, which is seemingly endless and 
unstructured. The stories are often set in a remote past markedly 
different from the present: Niceros' and Trimalchio's ghost-stories 
(61-3) occurred when they were both slaves, and the story of the un
breakable glass (611 transpired during the reign of Tiberius. The 
freedmen are quite alien from the main character of the novel, and 
their experiences are certainly not paradigmatic. Internally, the 
stories develop by overturning the ideal reader's expectations. All of 
this is not to say that there are no points of contact between tale 
and novel, but the relationship is usually one of dissonance or 
hypocrisy. The putative lesson of Trimalchio's story about the un
breakable glass is that gold would be as worthless as mud if glass 
w_ere unbreakable (61.6 aurum pro luto ha.berenusl; but Trimalchio 
h!mself is the one who treats precious objects like garbage (note the 
silver plate thrown out in 34.2-3, Trimalchio's comments about gold 
smelling bad in 60.7, or Habinnas' comment lllllieres si non essent 
omnia pro luto ha.berenus in 67.10). A similar tension between the 
tale's overall purpose and ultimate reference is apparent in Eumolpus' 
stories: the Pergamene Boy is related to cheer Encolpius up after his 
lose of Giton, by reminding him of boys' inconstancy, but the story 
does not succeed in this regard so much as in adumbrating Eumolpus' 
own pederastic interest and ultimate emergence as a second rival for 
Giton (I would add that Eumolpus' relation to the younger Encolpius 
also takes on pederastic overtones, as in 140.6,13). While the Widow 
of Ephesus entertains some in the audience, it also offends Lichas by 
too closely evoking his own experience; indeed, not much later, Lichas 
himself becomes a maltreated corpse. I am disappointed that Mazzoli 
does not also discuss the connection of the story with Eumolpus' 
expressed wish that his heirs should eat his corpse (141) or the 
evocation of the Pergamene Boy by Philomela's offer of 'her two 
children to Eumolpus' intellectual and sexual tutelage (140.1-4). But 
Mazzoli does have some interesting remarks on Trimalchio's straw-man 
story (63) as a reflection on Encolpius' impotence, although I am more 
skeptical about seeing Niceros' wolf-man as a reflection on Encolpius' 
robber-band. However we may disagree about particulars, Mazzoli's 
overall methods of identifying ironic dissonance between a tale's im
mediate purpose and ultimate implications is clearly fruitful. As I 
have argued elsewhere, Petronius developed very sophisticated patterns 
fo1· echoing and inverting seemingly insignificant details much later in 
the novel; Mazzoli's observations on Petronius' use of the metadiegetic 
interludes support such a view of this author's technique. 

Gian Paolo Caprettini's "Gli indici figurali e la dimensione iconica 
de! personaggio (Apuleio, Metam 1,6)" pp. 106-16 strikes me as an 
interesting, but less successful attempt to create a theoretical frame
~vork f,or in.terpretation .. Capret~inl elaborates t he concept of "figure.I 
indices,, . wh1c,h are crlt1co.l p~mts of hoth poradlgmatic significance 
(thus figural ) and eyntugmat1.c relevance (thus "lndices'). Apuleiu$ 
him~elf seems to imply this c.oncept in the prologue 11.1.1) by speaking 
of his novel as figur~ fartunasqu.e hcrn:1nJm in alias :imagmes can
vers as; the connect100 of the two terms implies tltat a man's fate 
(fortuna) is visible in his external appearance (figura), and that 
both undergo changes into other forms during the course of the novel 
(imago has to do with the ralation or comparison of one form to 
another). He illustrates th.is intersection of paradigmatic symbolism 
and eyntagmatic plot-development with tho IOOlmple of Socrates (in 
~lst;otnenes' tale), whose physical description Is "proleptic" (anti
cipating what we are then told about 'his experiences, both previous 
and subeeq\lent ): Socrates ' emaciation and larvaie sim.il.acrum indlcnte 
someone who io moribund, his veiled head someone who is already 
d?ad. Proleptic description could be n useful concept, if we were 
~ven other examples of It withln the Meta!JDl)l1i>ses; clearly, it applies 
m some sense to L ucius' figura (1!,nd fortuna) as llJI ass. But as 
elaborated in this essay, Cnprettini's theoretical structure does not 
tell us much beyond the obvious fact that a fictional character's 
appearance reflects his personality and fortune. 

Loriano Zurli's • Anus, sed admodum scitula. Modello e racconto in 
~pul: met. I 6·lll' (pp. 143-77) uses several methodological approaches 
m ?1scu~slng Arlstomenes' story. The article begins by mapping the 
plot a conceptual structure in terms of Greimas' model R (relationship) 
· A (abandonment) · V (vengeance), but not!lll that the actual narrn
~on of t ho. story inverts the conceptunl etructllr& by unfolding the 

nckground m t he order V·A•R. The rupture in the relationship stems 
~~om the instabU!ty inf)erent in any extra-normal sexual union. such as 
b ut between n young end old partner (l would add particu.ln.rly that 
,et,veen a younger mllll and oldor woman). Socrates and Meroe begin 

~he r~ationehip in their public roles as merchant and hostess (each 
/th its tradltionnl sexual connotations). but the relationship is com• 

r~Cllted. when Mer<>e's role tu.rns out al.so to be that ~f a witch 
traudfstine, Civ. Dei 18.18 and various folkloric sources suggest a 

tlonal connection between the two roles). Zurli also bos some 
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good remarks on the name Meroe, which can be connected either with 
merum or with the remote, magical island Meroe in tbe Southern Nile; 
he sees the ambiguity as connected with Meroe's two roles, and notes 
the association of drunkenness and magic in literary figures such as 
Ovid's Dipsas or Petronius' Oenothea. The second half of this essay 
is concerned with narratological issues, such as the relationship be
tween "narrating I" and "narrated I." "narrating present" and "narra
tive present,• the absence of descriptive pause or ecphrasis, the tale's 
techniques of summary and variation of narrative velocity. But none 
of these narratological parameters are related to the author's broader 
interpretation of the tale in a useful or interesting way. It must be 
said that this article is long and difficult even for readers fluent in 
Italian: there are no footnotes (all bibliographical citations are in the 
text), the sentences are long, and the paragraphs are sometimes inter
minable (as much as four or five page at a time). 

But it is Giovanni Sega's "Due milesie: la matrona di Efeso e I' 
efebo di Pergamo" (pp. 37-81) that is the longest and, I regret to say, 
least successful essay in the collection. Here we see narratology at 
its most mechanical and least illuminating. Despite the title, the 
essay is primarily concerned with the Widow of Ephesus, examined not 
only in its Petronian version, but also as the fable appears in Phae
drus and the medieval Ra!ulus-collection. Sega divides each version 
into its semantic components and then proceeds to catalogue these 
from various frames of reference (space of action, temporal phase, 
actor). None of this really does much to clarify the essential differ
ences or interests of the three versions, or to advance our under
standing of the texts in their own right. There are some useful 
remarks on ternary structure in Petronius' tales (also discussed by 
Fedeli), but in the final analysis one gains little from this essay. 

Among the collection's eight essays of a comparative nature, the 
best is Giovanni Polara's 'La tradizione medievale della novella petron
iana del vetro infrangibile" (pp. 131-42). This essay accomplishes 
something rare but valuable in comparative studies, which is to use 
later literary adaptations of a text in a way that enhances our under
standing of the original as well as the derivative material. We have 
here a close examination of Petronius' (61) and Pliny's (NH 36.66f.) 
story of the unbreakable glass as retold by Isidore of Seville (Etym 
16.16) and John of Salisbury (Policraticus 4.6, 621b-d). Isidore takes 
away the element of Caesar's fear present in Petronius (61.3 caesar 
non pote valdius quam expavit) by having Caesar himself (rather than 
the glassmaker) throw the glass down onto the floor, out of disgust at 
the paltriness of the gift. The story is remolded to give Caesar the 
commanding and active role in the plot, whereas for Petronius the 
artisan is clearly the protagonist; Isidore' artisan does nothing to 
threaten or upset the establish hierarchy, but is decapitated neverthe
less, as a final affirmation of the social order and its absolute 
supremacy over the individual. 

Unlike Isidore, John of Salisbury seems unacquainted with Pliny's 
reference to the story. The Policraticus is designed to outline the 
norms of behavior for a good prince, and hence presents the story 
with a prolonged exposition, setting all the characters and their 
actions within a formal, ceremonial court environment. Actions are 
seen not only as significant in themselves, but also in terms of their 
perception by the court audience. Whereas Petronius' artisan keeps 
everyone waiting by repairing the glass with his hammer otio belle, 
John's artisan, careful not to violate court decorum, does it crebris 
ictibus. John lowers the tension of the story's denalenent by 
formulae leading us to expect the glassmaker's execution; Petronius, 
on the other hand, exploits the tension, with the artisan expecting 
commendation for his unique achievement, but instead being punished 
with death. All there authors frame their version of the story from 
distinct political perspectives. Petronius contrasts political power (and 
I might add, wealth) with intellectual liberty and technical progress, in 
a bold challenge to the forces of order and authority in his day. John 
of Salisbury also questions temporal authority, but in a more regres
sive way, valorizing the primacy of the ecclesiastical order and return 
to a pre-monetary economy. Isidore, on the other hand, is concerned 
with describing the properties of glass, and does not want to say 
anything which challenges the established order of his time. It is 
precisely through this comparison of perspectives and variants that the 
radical political implications of Petronius' story become evident. 

Carlo Santini contributes a short essay on the same story, 'Il 
vetro infrangibile (Petronio 61)" (pp. 117-24), in which he briefly 
surveys the same material as Polara, in addition making use of 
Cassius Dio 67.21. Santini sees as significant the economic motive 
alluded to by both Petronius and Pliny (implying fierce rivalry between 
the established metalworking trades and -the emerging glass industry). 
But he regards as equally significant the mythological and archetypal 
status of the artisan as a dangerous wonder-worker or magician whose 
arts can threaten the established social order; trades like glass-making 
constitute a primitive sort of alchemy, with their own secrets and 
bitiation practices. Santini makes apt use here of the work of Mircea 
Eliade and others. 



Santini includes another brief essay on "II supplizio de! miele e 
delle formiche (Apuleio Met. VIII 22)" (pp. 126-30). He examines this 
kind of honey-coated punishment by insects in various folklore 
sources, as well as in several classical authors, including Boeus 
(Ornit:Jx:,gonia), Hyginus, Suidas, and some of the church fathers. He 
also has some interesting remarks on the symbolism of the bond in 
Apuleius' narrative, including as it does the sundered marital bond of 
the bailiff and his wife, the bond holding the wife and child together 
as she kills herself, and finally the bond which gruesomely holds the 
bailiff to the ant-covered tree. 

Diego Poli's "La donna la donnola e lo sciamano in Apuleio' (pp. 
247-66) also makes use of folkloric and mythological material to cast 
light on a tale in Apuleius. His essay begins with an analysis of 
Thelyphron's story in Met. 2.21-30, in which a series of correspon
dences between characters can be established: the sleeping guard 
merges in identity with the like-named corpse, the protective uncle 
merges with the shaman Zatchlas whom he hires, and the adulterous, 
murdering wife is assimilated to the witches who attempt to violate 
the body of her dead husband in the form of a weasel. The second 
half of the essay accumulates mythological, folkloric, and linguistic 
evidence supporting the symbolic identification of the weasel with 
women and feminine attributes. 

Similar in approach is Teresa Pholi's "Lupi e lupi mannari, tra 
mondo classico e germanico, a partire da Petronio 61-62" (pp. 281-317). 
This is an impressive and well-documented study of lycanthropy and 
wolf-symbolism in the classical and medieval worlds. The essay starts 
with a close examination of Niceros' story in the Satyricon, making 
several valuable observations about its language and rhetoric, which, 
like that of the other freedmen, combines vulgarity with pretense. 
But the author's attention quickly shifts to an examination of allusions 
to lycanthropy in Vergil, Propertius, Horace, Tibullus, Ovid, and the 
elder Pliny, in addition to a survey of the wolf's prominent charac
teristics In the fables of Aesop and Phaedrus. Although wolves are 
typically depicted as greedy, deceitful, ravenously hungry, and anti
social in classical literature and myth, they are never seen as a direct 
threat to men. At worst, wolf-men are feared for their magical 
powers, but not for actual aggression against human beings. The 
solider in Niceros' story appears to undergo his wolf-transformation 
involuntarily, and is himself the primary victim to suffer from it, in 
terms of both physical wounds and social isolation. 

But in the Middle Ages, the situation is altogether different, and 
wolves are Indeed_ feared as aggressors against humans. Puoli chal
lenges the traditional view that this change in attitude toward the 
wolf is due to the Influence of the scliptures or scriptural exegetes. 
She concludes rather that the image of the wolf as homicidal and 
demonic stems from environmental factors in the 6th to 8th centuries: 
due to a combination of deforestation and depopulation in the wolf's 
natural habitat of central Europe, the wolfpacks no longer had their 
customary food sources in nomadic herds and were compelled to 
become more aggressive in attacking human settlements. Puoli notes 
that the wolf is an important symbol of the threat to divine order in 
Germanic and Scandinavian mythology of this period. At the same 
time, however, warriors were often represented wearing wolf-skins or 
even changing Into wolves in Nordic/Germanic saga, myth, and icono
graphy; there is an important sense in which the wolf's attributes are 
also those of the ideal warrior, and wolfpacks are like warrior com
munities (one notes also the frequency of the root 'wolf' in German 
male names). P~oli thinks it no accident that the character who 
changes Into a wolf in Niceros' story is a soldier, and speculates that 
we are to imagine him as influenced by warrior practices of the 
German tribes. She also raises the poBBibility that familiarity with 
such customs could suggest a late date for the 5atyricon, at a time 
when the Germans themselves constituted a significant part of the 
Roman army. This essay goes rather far afield, but is throughout a 
fascinating anthropological investigation. 

Mauro Donnlni's 'II 'racconto' sull' amore incestuoso in Pietro 
Pittoro" (pp. 287-46) descrlbes a medieval analogue for Apuleius' 
Phaedra/Hippolytus-story (Met. 10.2-12) in Petrus Pictor's satire against 
women (De lllJliere maia 87•2.lS). Here, the mother is likened to Eve, 
and tempts her son by invoking the pagan gods Venus and Cupid, 
while the son responds by invoking the all-seeing Christian God. The 
loving Chrletian son prefers to be condemned to death by the court 
rather than accuse his mother, until God restores order by freeing the 
son, punishing the mother, and burning the city to tho ground. 

Massimo Oldoni's •Streghe medievali e intersezioui da Apuleio' (pp. 
267-70) questions assumptions about the widespread diffusion and 
inf'iuence of Apuleius during the Mlddle Ages. He contend$ that 
direct acquaintance with the text of Apu'leius was probable only for . 
English writers of the 12th century (like John of Sallsbury), but sees a 
number of second-hand narrative analogues elsewhere, such as adep• 

tetion of Met. 2.29-39 in the idea of burying a malefactor alive in 
Gregory of Tours (Hist. 4.12, 6.3), or the chewing off of en adulterer's 
nose and ears In Chron. salernitanim 16. I em very skeptical about 
any of these as analogues to Apuleius; the Idea of punishment by 
burial alive certainly occurs elsewhere, and adultery was commonly 
punished by mutilation of the nose and ears (cf. Martial 2.83, S.86). 
Equally unconvincing is Oldoni's belief that Rodericus Vitalis ' and 
Herbert d' Aurillac's uso of tho rru-e word versipellis shows tho 
ultimate influence of Met. 2.22. The argument about Wal ter Map's 
allusion to the title of the Metart0rph:)ses in De Nugis QJrialiurn is on 
a sounder footing. 

Luigi de Nardis' "Petronio e Arlecchino" (pp. 96-104) discusses 
Petronius' reception in 17th-century France, with particular emphasis 
on the critical work and translations of Saint-Evremond, end the 
adaptations of the Widow of Ephesus for the Italian harlequin-theater 
by Fatouville and Fuzelier. 

Although Luigi Pepe provides a short preface, the collection suffers 
from leek of a real introductory essay, attempting to define the 
"novella• and its essential characteristics as a genre. Little is said in 
any or the essays (including Barchlesi1s) about the genesis of this 
literary form, whether in a genre of Milesien tales or in other forms 
of paradigmatic digression end story-telling, such es we find in works 
running the gamut from Homeric epic to Herodotus' Histories to 
Ovid's Metamorpoose$- And uide from Mazzoll's Important essay, scant 
attention is paid to the question of how tile tales interact with and 
comment upon the frame narrative; in my view, this should be the 
central t heoretical question open to discussion. In a collection or this 
nature heterogeneity is both welcome and inevitable. But common 
focus on certain critical issues is also desirable. 

It will be evident from my preceding remarks that I am more 
enthusiastic about some of the essays in this collection than about 
others. Nevertheless, I have learned at least something from nearly 
all of them, end find it regrettable that this volume is not more 
readily available in American libraries. Several of the essays (partic
ularly those of Fedeli, Barchiesi, Tappi, Mazzoli, Polera, end Paroli) 
are highly significant works of scholarship which should not be ig
nored. 

M. Korn and S. Reitzer, CO!X:ortfantia Petroniana (Olms: Hildesheim, 
1986). Pp. 262. DM 118. 

review by 
T. Wade Richardson 

Here now after ninety years of Segebade-Lommatzsch is a new 
computer-gathered concordance to the Satyrican end Fragments, 
handsomely and unpretentiously presented in quarto and published by 
the same house. We had of course got used to the old 'Lexicon', 
esteeming it no less for its smallness than for its efforts to arrange 
entries to enable reflection on grammar and style (thus under ego we 
have it first preceding verb, then following verb, and finally with 
conjunctions and particles). Such qualities do in fact ensure its 
continuing usefulness now that we have learned to overcome its 
defects of imprecise citation and dated text by simply referring to our 
favourite editions. But there can be no denying that with the 
appearance of Korn-Reitzer we are even better served. In the familiar 
modern manner entries are listed entirely sequentially (in order of 
occurrence) in the middle of a long ambient line, thus gaining from 
precision and access to a fuller context what they may lose in al
lusiveness. It certainly makes for interesting browsing, and much 
statistical data on incidence and frequency now stands clear and ready 
to be logged end interpreted. The text used is the best available, that 
of Mueller3 (1983), and the compilers have ~ept to it and spared the 
researcher a selection of conjectural variants, It scarcely needs 
saying that Petronlus specialists should all have their own copy of this 
useful reference tool. 



J.P. Sullivan, Literature aixi Politics :1n the llge of Nero. Cornell 
University Press (Ithaca and London, 1986), pp. 218. 

review by 
Brent Sinclair 

S. delivered a series of Martin Lectures under the title "Literary 
Politics in the Age of Nero" in March of 1976. He presents us now 
with the published version, annotated and heavily revised to reflect 
gains in the intervening scholarship. Its slight change of title is 
held to signal a more accurate representation of his topic (pp. 9·10): 
"the book deals not only with literature and politics in the usual 
sense but also with certain critical controversies of the time which 
sometimes had political implications". 

S. draws generously on his earlier work on Neronian writers, so 
his critical methods will be familiar to most. He disavows any 
interest in New Criticism or poststructuralist "Gallic pipings" in favor 
of a historical approach on the conviction that art is shaped predomi
nantly by the pressures--personal, political, economic and literary-of 
its creator's immediate environment (pp. 10-11). Proceeding on the 
corollary that N eronian texts are especially well suited to this 
approach, he treats in turn the Apocolocyntosis, Calpurnius Siculus 
and the octavia (Chapter I), Persius (Chapter II), Seneca and Lucan 
(Chapter III) and of course Petronius (Chapter IV), underscoring in 
each case the extent to which historical forces color their content, 
technique and purpose. He ends with an overview of literary activity 
under the Flavians (Epilogue) to place in high relief what he sees as a 
special dimension of the Neronian renaissance: the use of literature as 
a weapon in the fight for status at court and real political power in 
the Emperor's cansil.ium. 

Not surprisingly S.'s rehandling of a favorite author or topic 
sometimes leads him to restate a familiar interpretation. For example, 
Persius' jabs at the far-flung prolixity of contemporary verse were 
aimed at a group of neo-Callimachean poets which probably included 
Nero himself (pp. 94 ff.; cf. AJP 99, 169 ff.); Petronius' subsidiary aim 
in Eumolpus' Bellum Civile was to increase his favor with Nero by 
defending Julius Caesar against Lucan's Republican bias (pp. 161 ff.; cf. 
Neronia 1977 [ed. Croiselle and Fanchke], 161 ff.); Petronius' mischie
vous allusions to Seneca's epistles and tragedies point to a rivalry 
between the upstart arbiter elegantiae and the superannuated tutor/• 
advisor, ultimately for influence at court (173 ff.; cf. l71PA 100, 163 
ff.). In this instance S. adduces evidence from the J!ntlX>logia Iatina 
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to substantiate the notion - credible enough in itself -- that Seneca 
fought back (pp. 177-178). But even if epigrams 412 and 416 are from 
Seneca's pen their precise date and context remain elusive; further, 
pectora nigra (412.2) is too formulaic to support S.'s view that 
'Seneca' is covertly alluding to T. Petronuis Niger. 

D~ja vu notwithstanding, Literature aixi Politics should not be 
mistaken for a mistitled ausgewaehlten Schriften: to S.'s credit the 
book is able to construct a coherent global view of Neronian literature 
that transcends the sum of its pre-published parts. Chapter I is 
largely responsible for its success, for there S. skillfully delineates the 
pressures which Nero's all-consuming interest in the belles artes 
exerted on the literary and political ambitions of his subjects, both 
courtiers and otherwise. Membership in hie literary circle sometimes 
led to such rewards as high office and admission to his cansil.ium (pp. 
31 ff.), and of major figures only Persius and Calpurnius Sicul~s (t~e 
former by choice) remained on the periphery. When taken m this 
context S.'s views of literature as a weapon in the ongoing struggle 
for infl~ence at court •· between Petronius and his rivals, for example 
.. become all the more convincing. Seneca and Lucan are the focus 
of Chapter III, which also contains some fresh insights. S. illustrates 
the degeneration of their initial enthusiasm for Nero into disaffection 
culminating in disfavor (they were easy targets for Petronius) and 
destruction. Hie objective, which is well served, is to decry the 
notion of a monolithic Stoic opposition by contrasting Seneca's 
pragmatism with his nephew's more radical approach, exemplified by 
the Pharsalia 's two-edged eulogy of Nero (1.33-66) and idealized 
portrayal of Cato and Republican libertas (pp. 144 ff.). S. returns to 
the subject of the principate and its relationship to freedom and 
justice in his Epilogue, where he notes its interest to Flavian epic 
poets. But the real contribution of this chapter comes in his treat
ment of the literary and personal rivalry between Statius and Martial 
(pp. 192 ff.): both writers used flattery and propaganda to contend for 
traditional rewards of patronage, not for political clout of the sort to 
be had u~quely under Nero. 

Chapter II on Persius deserves analysis in a little more detail. S. 
constructs the argument that neo-Callimacheanism was the dominant 
poetic mode in post-Augustan Rome, the cause of much of the man
nerism and excess that characterizes N eronian poetry, the preferred 
style (in the broadest sense of that word) of the Emperor himself, 
and the target - along with Nero, its leading proponent -- of much 
of Persius' venom in 8at1re 1 and elsewhere. There is much that is 
good here, though in plac~ S. stre~hes _the evidence beyond . c~pacity. 
For example, this last mterpretat1on hinges on the assoc1at1on of 
Persius' reference to a superficially learned poem called Attis (1.104· 
105) with Dio's remark (62.20) that Nero, at the Iuvenalia of 69, 
ekitharodese a composition entitled Attis or the Bacchantes (pp. 92, 
102-104). It is true that Nero's choice for performance attests to the 
overall direction of his taste, which seems to have been decidedly 
Alexandrian (cf. Catullus 63; 64.263-266). However, Dio's verb does 
note indicate that Nero himself was the composer; as M. Griffin has 
noted (Nero: The Em of a Dynasty [London and New Haven, 1984), 
160, 276 n. 63), his interest is centered on the performer's singing 
voice, and it was for cithara-playing that the prize at this event was 
awarded. S.'s explanation of the origins of the tendency toward 
learned mannerism in post-Augustan poetry raises a larger issue. To 
characterize this tendency as Alexandrian or neo-Callimachean may be 
accurate to a degree, but its immediate origins lie closer to home in 
the rhetorical schools of the early Empire. Ovid had experimented 
with the fusion of Neoteric matter and declamatory manner in the 
Metamorphoses; from that point forward the time-honored process of 
producing obscurity in verse hardened into indiscriminate displays of 
rhetorical technique where ideas counted for less than the treatment 
to which they could be subjected and novelty of treatment became the 
overriding challenge (cf. G. Williams, Change aixi Decline [Berkeley and 
London, 1978), 193 ff.). S. neglects to factor these developments into 
his discussion of ingenious periphrases for time, • a notable Calli
machean verse practice", in the Apocolocyntosis· and relevant frag
ments of Julius Montanus (pp. 81-83). Callimachean precedents or not, 
in devoting nine elaborate lines of verse to a description of the date 
and time of Claudius' death Seneca is betraying his training in the 
declamation schools, where we know periphrases for time were of 
interest to rhetoricians and hangers-on including one Julius Montanus 
(cf. Elder Seneca, cantr. 7 .1.27). 

Finally, Chapter IV and Petronius. S. sets the stage with an 
overview of historical developments in the latter half of Nero's reign, 
then moves on to a summary sketch of Senecan tragedy in order to 
illustrate Seneca's "use of mythological characters and themes to 
reflect on and interpret present-day realities• (p. 166). He assigns the 
tragedies to the period after 62 when their author was in forced 
retirement and Petronius' stock with Nero was rising, first in the form 
of a suffect consulship and thereafter with membership in the Emper
or's inner circle of friends and advisor at court. Thanks to his own 
and the late K.F.C. Rose's ground-breaking work in the '60's, few 
would care to disagree with his remark (p. 161) that the Batyrican 
cannot be adequately understood or appreciated if it is removed from 
that setting; the bulk of the chapter is dedicated to redevelopment of 
this position, particularly as it informs the details of Petronius' self
serving use of material from Seneca and Lucan. .1Jthough hard-core 
Petronians will look in vain for anything new in these pages, the 
cumulative effect of the book as a whole is to validate the course on 
which Petronian studies have been steered for the last two decades. I 
for one am satisfied that it is essentially the right course. 
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